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Total front-load truck and can refuse routing  

vs. 

The alternative  to Total front-load refuse can routing 

 



 

Smart, new, technology always changes the battlefield.  Carburetors vs. Fuel Injectors…                            
VHS vs. DVD… Dashboard GPS vs. Smart Phone Navigation … Rear-load / Front-load can refuse 
commercial routing vs. all front-load can routing... the future seems clear, the days of the rear-load 
refuse can and truck are rapidly coming to an expensive and painful end.                  

 

Or… are they? 

 

Over the past thirty-five years more and more refuse and recycling companies have bitten the    
financial bullet and dumped their rear-load cans and trucks in favor of the safer, faster, more     
productive and financially viable total front-load can and truck commercial routing model.  

 

Let’s take a closer look at today’s commercial refuse route options and at a game changing new 
option… once again born-out-of smarter, newer, technology. 

 

Until Now Commercial Refuse Route Management Options Included: 

Servicing your front-load cans with front-load trucks and your rear-load cans with rear-load 
trucks. 

 

Going totally front-load, by replacing your rear-load cans with new front-load cans, adding the 
necessary addition front-load trucks, and selling your rear-load trucks and cans to help offset the 
expense. 

 

Modifying you rear-load cans in a manor making them serviceable by a front-load truck and                   
continuing to convert gradually over to all front-load cans.  

 

The newest options, add a pair of aftermarket Johnny Jaw Grippers to any front-load truck                            
enabling it to service all your existing front-load and rear-load cans with zero real modifications to 
your trucks, zero downtime for installation, and zero route changes or can consolidation and 
movement.  

 

 



OPTION 1:  

The case for the emergence of the, two-
pass, Front-load [FL] / Rear-load [RL] can 
and truck, routing model. 

 

The RL / FL two [2] truck, [2] two can, routing system 
grew out of the successful introduction of commercial 
FL truck / can technology over 35 years ago.  

 

Once introduced the FL technology routing    model 
was gradually adopted because it was 3 to 4 times 
faster, required less personnel, was far safer and       
easier to position and consequently far more cost 
effective to implement, operate, schedule and maintain 
than the RL model that was it’s predecessor.  

 

As significant as these advantages were over RL, the 
total conversion to FL was slow to be adopted so the 
hybrid RL / FL two-pass route model became the go-to 
model and remains so in many markets today.  

 

This reluctance to change completely over to FL is of 
course due to the immediate and costly investment 
needed for new FL trucks and FL cans and the                              
resistance to change over by RL truck operators, 
crews, and customers alike.  

 

Thus the potential productivity and cost savings that 
could have been realized via total FL conversion were, 
and still are, not being realized.  

 

This leads to our next model, the complete conversion 
to a total front-load operation and routing model.  

OPTION 2:  

The case for total conversion to the Front-
Load Routing Model. 

In recent years more and more companies have bitten 
the bullet and converted over to the Total Front-Load 
Commercial Service Model. New technology aside, this 
has been the smart move, even when one considers the 
immediate conversion expense to total FL                         
commercial model including: 

 The replacement of existing Rear-Load trucks at an 
average cost of $250,000 to $325,000 per truck. 

 The cost of Front-Load replacement cans at 
$150.00 / yard / can. 

 The shipping cost of each container-load to the yard 
at $1,500 per 25 can load, plus the lettering and     
transportation cost of each new can from the yard 
to their location on the route.  

 The disposal or sale of the rear-load cans.  Even if 
one has a geographically viable buyer for their       
rear-load cans, the modest revenue realized is      
negligible in   comparison to the cost of replacement 
FL trucks and cans. 

 For the sake of this discussion, let’s consider the 
equipment costs alone for a typical total FL              
conversion assuming the purchase of only [1] one 
front-load truck and [200] 3-yard front-load cans to 
service one route per day. 

 

Over the long haul this option without question looked to 
be the most compelling model until now, even when one 
considers the net lost investment in the RL trucks, cans, 
related equipment and the added cost of RL can                         
disposal, new can placement time, retraining time,         
operator and crew pushback, and lastly pushback from 
those customers who love their smaller, lower, and    
easier to access rear-load 2 and 4 yard cans.                                    
So to option #3.  

[1] NEW FL Truck   @ $250.000/ea.              $250,000 

[200] FL CANS   @ $550.00/ea.              $110,000 

CAN DELIVERY   @ $1,500 X 7                $10,500 

CAN SWITCH   @ $15.00/ea.                  $3,000 

TOTAL Per Route                $373,000 



OPTION 3: 

The case for retrofitting rear-load cans with 
side-pockets for front-load truck servicing. 
 

Although this model has proven to be highly                             
impractical, time consuming, and dangerous to crews 
and customers, there are those who continue to adopt 
this model due to the perceived low cost of conversion 
against that of a total front-load conversion model. In 
reality there are significant hidden costs associated 
with this conversion model, the logistics and operation 
thereof. 

 

Each can must be first emptied, taken out of service, 
transported to a welder, and prepared for the                          
retrofitting and welding itself. After welding is                       
completed and downtime calculated, each converted 
container must be transported back to their original 
location. 

 

If one chooses instead to do the conversions on-site, 
the cost may be even higher than transporting the 
cans to the welder, when accounting for the welder’s 
drive time from location to location. In addition to the 
welder, a truck and crew must accompany him to    
empty each can prior to the welding being completed 
on site. 

 

It is also to be noted that only up to [2] yard rear-load 
cans can safely be modified. This model is really not 
viable financially, nor is it safe, nor is it a practical     
long-term conversion model. 

 

A conservative cost estimate for such a conversion is 
in excess of $150 per [2] yd. can. If one converts                          
ten-100 can routes to this model, the cost would                    
exceed $150,000 dollars not including logistics,                   
transportation and downtime. Then multiply these 
costs per retrofitted route. 

[0] NEW FL Truck   @$250,000/ea.                         $0 

100 Conversions   @ $150.00/ea.              $150,000 

200 Conversions   @ $150.00/ea.              $150,000 

CAN SWITCH   @ $15.00/ea.                         $0 

TOTAL                $300,000 



OPTION 4: 

The case and cost analysis for Johnny Jaws 
3.1 with CanCushion Technology. 
 

What the industry had hoped for today is a reality.     
Johnny Jaws 3.1 with CanCushion Technology enables 
any standard front-load truck to service both, any         
industry standard front-load can and any industry 
standard rear-load can up to 4 yards in capacity, on the 
same route, with the same driver, with less crew, in 
greater safety, with dramatically improved productivity, 
minus all the costs and inconvenience of all the other 
models.  
 

Johnny Jaws technology utilizes two Jaw-type mecha-
nisms, each of which is only about the size of a hand-
held toolbox, to secure a rear-load can by its trunnion 
bar to service it directly overhead as if it were a front-
load can. That is all there is to it. 
 

Other than the two jaws and CanCushion pads, nothing 
else needs to be added or modified on the truck for 
Johnny Jaws to be operated from inside the truck cab 
via [2] toggle switches.  Johnny Jaws is powered by the 
trucks own pneumatic system, can be installed in your 
garage, in less than 4 hours, and the truck doesn’t miss 
its service turn. 
 

Each FL truck installed with a pair of Johnny 
Jaws enables a company:  
 

1) To operate at two [3] to four [4] times the speed of 
all rear-load or combine front-load / rear-load route 
models. 

 

2) To reduce the number of trucks needed to service 
existing routes at a 1:3 or 1:4 front-load to rear-load 
ratio.  
  

3) To reduce the number of crews, the size of crews, 
man-hours, human resource, management costs and 
related issues. 
 

4) The continued realization of the original investment 
in the existing rear-load container inventory and                   
related equipment. 
 

5)  To operate at an increased margin of safety with 
lest downtime.  
 

6)  To realize far greater route flexibility because each 
truck, driver, and crew can service any route without 
consideration to the can mix.  
 

7)  To possess the unfair advantage of biding                                    
applicable routes lower than those competitors who 
do not have the Johnny Jaws advantage. 



FURTHER BENEFITS OF A JOHNNY JAWS 3.1 CONVERSATION 

 Can be modified to be installed on almost any non-industry standard front-load truck. 

 Can be welded or bolted on to the existing front fork assembly in the same place as the                
existing bumper pads. 

 Can be taken off and transferred to another truck if desired. 

 Are fully insured and come with a Limited [6] Six Month Warranty. 

 Are easy to maintain and inspect with only [1] grease fitting and [2] moving parts each. 

 FEA tested to enable any industry standard Front-Load truck to service any undamaged                    
Rear-Load can up to a 10,000 lbs. lift rating. 

 Has been vetted and proven to operate flawlessly in the field. 

 

One-pair of Johnny Jaws™ will save $123,000.00 per 600 yards of can conversion at a cost of 
$200 per yd. of cans. And save an additional $250,000 for the cost of a FL truck, provided you 
have a Front-Load truck upon which the Johnny Jaws may be installed. This amounts to millions 
of dollars of savings depending on the size of the company operation. 

 The total cost of one set of Johnny Jaws, installed on location, is $18,500 plus applicable tax 
and shipping, if any, complete. 

At a cost of $18,500 dollars, per pair, Johnny Jaws delivers up to a 50:1 ROI over five years of  
operation vs. the conversation and operating cost of converting over to the total front-load 
truck and can model. 

 

 

 

For additional information visit www.johnnyjaws.com to view the product in field operation and 
for a complete product video breakdown, explanation, installation, and viability.  

[0] NEW FL Truck   @$250,000/ea.                         $0 

[0] Conversions   @$150.00/ea.                         $0 

[1] Pair JJ Jaws   @$18,500/ea.                $18,500 

TOTAL COST                  $18,500 

http://www.johnnyjaws.com

